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For every people who have got married should to have child in their life. And they came healthy and complete no flawed at least and than happy return to their life. But after passed time away, the growing of the child can be interfered. The Autisme is kind of it and it’s become the interferer of growing perforates intrude on cognizant function, its effect the capability of language, the communication, and the interaction socials. The Capability of language is the capability to use for oral communication right and function completely, able to speech some word clearly and exactly, able to present the opinion and idea to another, they will understand about it writing or oral. The Therapy of ABA (Applied Behavior Analysis) is the shape of modification behaviors explained that the behavior contains consistency, its can study by giving prize or reward slowly.

The thesis used some method of experiment (single case experimental design) that form of thesis designs to take the evaluation of effect by singular case. The sample for this thesis amount four subjects and its result that Therapy of ABA effected for sickness autism in their Capability of language receptive development

Formerly when the subject called he cannot to contact with their eyes, less in expressive, difficult to pay attention when giving lesson, cannot sit quietly, cannot understand movement imitations coarse and soft, cannot follow the simple order for one stage, cannot to identification the component of body and the object around him. But after applied by therapy of ABA, it has an effect experience in their growing. And then when the subject called he can to contact with their eyes, more in expressive, easy to pay attention when giving lesson, can sit quietly, can understand movement imitations coarse and soft, can follow the simple order for one stage, able to identification the component of body and the object around him. It proofed that Therapy of ABA for sickness Autisme effective.